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S U M M A R Y
Starting from the hypocentre, the point of initiation of seismic energy, we seek to estimate
the subsequent trajectory of the points of emission of high-frequency energy in 3-D, which
we term the ‘evocentres’. We track these evocentres as a function of time by energy stacking
for putative points on a 3-D grid around the hypocentre that is expanded as time progresses,
selecting the location of maximum energy release as a function of time. The spatial resolution
in the neighbourhood of a target point can be simply estimated by spatial mapping using the
properties of isochrons from the stations.

The mapping of a seismogram segment to space is by inverse slowness, and thus more
distant stations have a broader spatial contribution. As in hypocentral estimation, the inclusion
of a wide azimuthal distribution of stations significantly enhances 3-D capability.

We illustrate this approach to tracking source evolution in 3-D by considering two major
earthquakes, the 2007 Mw 8.1 Solomons islands event that ruptured across a plate boundary
and the 2013 Mw 8.3 event 610 km beneath the Sea of Okhotsk. In each case we are able to
provide estimates of the evolution of high-frequency energy that tally well with alternative
schemes, but also to provide information on the 3-D characteristics that is not available from
backprojection from distant networks.

We are able to demonstrate that the major characteristics of event rupture can be captured
using just a few azimuthally distributed stations, which opens the opportunity for the approach
to be used in a rapid mode immediately after a major event to provide guidance for, for example
tsunami warning for megathrust events.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

For many major earthquakes considerable success has been achieved
in mapping out the emission of energy in the source region by
backprojection from distant arrays. The study of Ishii et al. (2005)
for the 2004 Mw 9.3 Sumatra–Andaman earthquake used the dense
Hi-net array in Japan to map out the pattern of energy emission as a
function of time, and established a basis for subsequent work. This
study was followed by exploitation of global stations by Walker
et al. (2005) and Walker & Shearer (2009).

The dense station configuration of the US-Array has been exten-
sively used, along with the broad-band stations in Europe, and the
Japanese networks (e.g. Ishii 2011; Simons et al. 2011; Wang &
Mori 2011a,b). Most studies have considered shallow events with
attention focussed on the spatial pattern of energy release without
any attention to the depth component (e.g. Kiser & Ishii 2012).
Suzuki & Yagi (2011) have shown that the backprojection approach
can equally well be applied to deep events with search on con-
strained fault planes. What all of these studies have in common is
that they have processed results from the combination of records
within seismic arrays to project the energy configuration back to

a distant source. Often results from different arrays are compared
(e.g. Simons et al. 2011), but Roessler et al. (2010) demonstrate the
use of multiple station networks as arrays with combination of sem-
blance results in the source region. Kiser & Ishii (2012) show how
spatial resolution in backprojection techniques can be improved by
combining the results from multiple arrays.

In this study, we start from a somewhat different viewpoint; our
aim is to track the evolution of the high-frequency part of the earth-
quake source in 3-D using all available information. We start by
considering the relation of a segment of a seismogram, following a
major phase onset to the spatial configuration in the source region.
We show that the mapping from a time increment on a seismogram
to the spatial configuration in the source region is mediated by the
inverse slowness of a seismic phase, and hence the inclusion of data
from closer stations is advantageous. Further, the combination of
results from multiple stations is most efficacious when there is a
significant azimuthal separation, as seen from the source. We are
rapidly led to a scheme that resembles hypocentre estimation using
the high-frequency energy contained in portions of seismic wave-
forms rather than just traveltimes. We term the best estimate of the
current location of energy emission the evocentre, and show that
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the evocentre can be tracked in 3-D with a suitable distribution of
seismic stations. This style of work does not exclude the use of ar-
rays of stations, but provides criteria for optimum selection among
available data. Our tests show that the use of well-selected seismic
stations for energy projection can produce comparable results to
those obtained by the processing of large seismic arrays.

In particular, the energy-projection approach using global sta-
tions can be employed for events for which no large arrays are
at suitable distance such as the 2004 December 23 event off the
Macquarie Ridge, which has been overshadowed by the Mw 9.3
Sumatra–Andaman event three days later. Kennett et al. (2014)
have used the evocentre tracking approach for this Mw 8.1 event
that lies 150 km from the current plate boundary between the
Australian and Pacific Plates. The main radiation comes from rup-
ture on a relict transform fault, but evocentre analysis suggest the
presence of secondary faulting on a separate relict transform.

2 C O N T I N U O U S E V O C E N T R E S

The usual approach in seismology is to concentrate on the way in
which energy is transmitted from the source to seismic receivers
for which the theory is well developed, and we have a good under-
standing of the pattern of seismic phases through the Earth. When
we wish to recover the nature of the source we have to reverse this
process, and bring the disparate pieces of information contained in
a suite of seismograms to bear on the process at the source.

2.1 Spatial resolution in the source zone from a
multistation network

Consider then a single seismic phase, such as P, recorded at an
individual station. How does this portion of the seismogram relate
to the source?

For a station j at location Xj with epicentral distance �j from a
target source point X0, the time of passage for a phase, for example
P, is

t j (X j , X0) = Tj (� j ) = T 0
j (� j ) + δTj (� j ), (1)

where T 0
j (� j ) is the time estimated from a reference earth model.

δTj is a local, station-specific, correction depending on the spherical
slowness ℘ j via �j.

Suppose now we move the source target point from X0 to X0 + x.
Then expanding the expression for the perturbed time to first order
in x:

t j (X j , X0 + x)

= Tj (� j ) + ∂Tj

∂x
· x + O(x2), (2)

= Tj (� j ) + ∂Tj

∂� j

∂� j

∂x
· x + O(x2)

= T 0
j (� j ) + ℘ j

∂� j

∂x
· x + O(x2), (3)

since the spherical slowness ℘ j = ∂T 0
j /∂� j for the phase arrival at

station j.
For spatial displacements x that follow the isochron tj(Xj, X0 + x)

= Tj(�j) there is no change in traveltime and ∂Tj/∂x = 0. This sta-
tionary component represents the dominant influence in the neigh-
bourhood of the target point in three dimensions. For a 1-D earth
model the projection of the stationary component onto the Earth’s
surface would correspond to a small circle on the sphere drawn with
centre Xj and radius �j passing through the target point X0 (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Representation of the backprojection of segments of seismo-
grams from different stations to the neighbourhood of a target source point:
(a) the area of overlap of the influence zone from each seismogram is tightly
concentrated near the target when there is a good azimuthal coverage; (b) the
area of overlap of the influence zone from each seismogram is spread with a
broad smear perpendicular to the dominant direction when the stations have
similar distance and limited azimuthal coverage.

The isochron concept works just as well for a model incorporating
the 3-D structure of the Earth, but then the geometric shape at the
surface would deviate somewhat from the small circle.

For a phase with peak period τ j, the contribution to an energy
stack can be approximated by a Gaussian with a standard deviation
τ j (including the energy from two cycles). This concentration about
the isochron will map into the spatial domain as an angular spread of
approximately 2τ j/℘ j in degrees. The station j therefore contributes
an energy concentration about the Tj isochron passing through X0 of
width 2τ j/℘ j. The mapping of the time segment of the seismogram
at a single station onto the neighbourhood target source area is
shown as a grey zone of influence in Fig. 1. Although we show
the behaviour in 2-D in Fig. 1, the construction is equally valid for
sources at depth with a volume around the isochron representing
the mapping of a seismogram segment. Once again the overlap of
the volumes will map out the spatial sensitivity.

When we consider the combination of records from multiple
stations with compensation for their relative time of passage from
the target point X0, each station (s) will contribute a plump isochron
to the pattern of energy stack in the spatial domain, whose width
will vary inversely with the slowness ℘s. Thus for the same phase,
distant stations will project to an isochron with a larger radius of
curvature and a broader spatial width since ℘s is smaller. This effect
is included in Fig. 1 with a broader mapped zone of influence for
the further stations from the target point.
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The spatial resolution operator for the multistation network is
therefore given by the sum of the spatial contributions from neigh-
bourhood of the isochrons passing through the target point X0 (with
station weighting if appropriate). Azimuthal separation will help
to narrow the area of overlap of the isochrons and hence increase
resolution. In Fig. 1 the density of grey is increased where the influ-
ence zones from different stations overlap. With the broad spread
of azimuths in Fig. 1(a), the darkest grey area ends up highly con-
centrated in the neighbourhood of the target point (X0).

Conversely a group of stations at very nearly the same distance
and similar azimuth will give a broad arcuate smear in spatial re-
sponse when backprojected. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1(b),
where we have used the same construction as in Fig. 1(a), but now
the stations are at similar distances with a much more limited an-
gular range. In consequence the area of overlap of the different
contributions extends perpendicular to the paths to the stations and
is poorly localized. This is likely to be the scenario when a single
large array is employed.

A time segment for a close station maps to an influence zone
with a tight radius of curvature and a strong energy concentration
about the isochron since ℘s is large, and so can be very important
for improving resolution (see Table 1, Fig. 2). Depth phases such
as pP, sP have a similar slowness to the main P phase and so the
characteristics of the spatial spread will follow closely the pattern
shown in Fig. 2. However, core phases such as PcP and any of the
PKP branches will have a smaller slowness than P at 90◦ and so
will intrinsically have a larger spatial spread.

When we allow for the influence of attenuation the peak period
will increase slowly with increasing epicentral distance �, and so the
width of the spatial band about the isochron will be enlarged at larger

Table 1. Estimates of spatial spread as func-
tion of epicentral distance � for P waves,
from a surface source, at 1 s peak period based
on the ak135 model (Kennett et al. 1995)

� ℘ Spatial spread (2/℘)
(◦) (s deg−1) (◦)

10 13.70 0.15
30 8.85 0.22
60 6.83 0.29
90 4.64 0.43

Figure 2. The size of the spatial spread for a P phase, from a surface source,
with nominal peak period 1 s, as a function of epicentral distance shown
by the red curve. The blue curve indicates the effect of attenuation (t∗P = 1)
in reducing the effective frequency for longer mantle paths. Through the
transition zone the interference of phase branches means that the effective
spatial spread is much enlarged as indicated by the shaded zone.

epicentral distances (Fig. 2). Through the transition zone (15◦–25◦)
the interference effects from the upper-mantle discontinuities for
shallow sources can be included by expanding the width of the
projection of the isochronal band (Fig. 2).

2.2 From hypocentre to evocentres

As soon as we recognize the role played by the isochrons in the
backprojection process we see that when the very onsets of seis-
mograms are employed we are, in effect, attempting to determine
the hypocentre directly. An estimate of the concentration of high-
frequency energy in space replaces the matching of observed ar-
rivals times by a set of traveltimes from a proposed spatial location
coupled to an origin time. The spatial volume with maximum en-
ergy concentration is our starting point for further exploration of
the earthquake source.

The progressive locations of high-frequency energy emission,
which we have termed the evocentres, are then to be determined in
an analogous manner to the hypocentre. We shift the origin time by
a suitable increment and then map out the projection of the energy
associated with the appropriate phase isochrons cutting through the
various waveforms.

Our representation of the spatial resolution pattern for an as-
semblage of stations is addressed by working from the stations to
the target point. However, the essence of the evocentre estimation is
based on assembling energy estimates working from putative source
points to the stations, using appropriate propagation delays based
on the passage of the relevant phase from the defined source point
to each of the stations.

We can describe the process as follows: consider an event with
hypocentre at location xh and origin time t0. For a source at xk and
initiation time t0 + T calculate the traveltime tjk for a phase at the
station set {xj}, and then construct an estimator for the radiated
energy associated with this location and origin time by constructing
an energy estimate over a time interval δt on each seismogram {uj}
and then stacking,

Ek(T ) =
∑

j

∫ δt

0
dτ w(τ )u2

j (T + t jk + τ ), (4)

with a window function w(t). The best estimate of the energy emis-
sion, for the stations employed, is then extracted as

xe(t0 + T ) = x

[
max

k
Ek(T )

]
. (5)

The offset time T is initially set as 0, and then progressively in-
cremented by δt with a sequence of evocentres estimated to chart
the progress of the energy emission by the seismic source. In prac-
tice, we normalize the seismograms, and apply station weighting to
suppress the influence of stations with a poor signal-to-noise ratio.
For an event at depth we can exploit time windows associated with
the main P phase and also later windows corresponding to the pP
and sP phases for the same test source, and thereby modify (4) to
include a further summation over phase.

Thus we can characterize the process of estimating the evolving
earthquake source by starting from the hypocentre and then search-
ing for the location where the maximum energy appears to have
been emitted at later times. To achieve optimum tracking of the
pattern of energy release we need to select a distribution of station
waveforms that follow the long-recognized criteria for hypocentre
location. Thus, where possible the stations should have azimuthal
gaps of less than 120◦, and as many seismic phases should be
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exploited as possible, notably the depth phases pP and sP. For such
a well distributed set of stations the onset of energy should coincide
closely with the hypocentres based on phase times alone, and the
correspondence can be improved if the hypocentral time residuals
t h

j at the stations {xj} are used to adjust the result of stacking. At
least four stations are needed to provide significant depth control.

In the applications presented below we apply a bandpass filter
with corners at 0.8 and 4.0 Hz, to extract the high frequency part
of the seismograms. We work with 4 s time windows progressively
advanced by 2 s steps.

The energy stack process including extraction of appropriate time
segments is linear in the number of stations employed, once all the
necessary seismograms have been assembled. Some speed up can
be achieved by parallel processing, but there are communication
costs in creating the stack for each time window. In consequence,
the use of a few stations which are already used in regular anal-
ysis enables a rapid estimation of source properties suitable for,
for example tsunami warning. This preliminary result can then be
followed up by with more detailed treatment bringing in more data
channels.

Although there are similarities with current approaches using
backprojection from groups of stations exploiting the coherence of
waveforms, different aspects of the wavefield are being exploited.
Rather than subtle time shifts between nearby stations, we are ex-
ploiting the azimuthal control provided by a distributed network.

Many proponents of backprojection methods using a group of
stations tie the point of initial emission of energy from stacking to
the hypocentre determined by independent means. As can be seen
from Fig. 2, when even a large network lies well away from the
source the absolute localization capacity is limited, though relative
shifts may be better tracked.

For backprojection with distant networks a large area of search
around the hypocentre can be employed immediately, because the
relative shifts in the times of arrival of the P phase across the search
grid are quite subtle. However, once one includes relatively close
stations to the epicentre there are strong constraints on the possible
location of energy emission (see Appendix A), and so the strategy
for tracking the source needs to work with a grid that expands as
time progresses. The rate of expansion is limited by the requirement
that the time windows employed do not start before energy arrives
at any station.

All forms of backprojection work best when the signal-to-
noise ratio on the seismograms employed is high. Hence it may
be appropriate to treat a group of nearby stations as an array,

and then include the best array energy estimate in the stack
(eq. 4).

2.3 Spatial resolution estimation

The representation of the spatial operator described above depends
only on the geometry of the available network and the nature of
propagation through the reference model. There will always be
some degree of leakage away from the true target location when
any finite number of stations and phases are employed. The volume
of leakage can be minimized with a suitable distribution of stations
with a broad range of azimuths. We also have to take account of the
constraints imposed by the way in which we carry out the estimation
of the evocentre to obtain a full representation of the effective spatial
resolution.

We calculate spatial operators by a grid search in 3-D. At each
point x the traveltimes to each station Tj (x) are tested against the
phase time to the target point Tj (xT ), and then the contribution from
each station depending on the residual Tj (x) − Tj (xT ) and slowness
℘ j (x) is summed. The spatial operator is thus given by

S(x, xT ) =
∑

j

G j [Tj (x) − Tj (xT ), ℘ j (x)], (6)

where Gj(t, ℘) is the appropriate weighting function, depending on
the deviations from the isochrons to the target point.

2.3.1 Energy operator

In Fig. 3(a) we illustrate the spatial energy operators for the deep
Sea of Okhotsk event considered in Section 4, employing the full set
of broad-band stations. We display the results for a Gaussian energy
profile with a dominant frequency of 2 Hz, as used in our appli-
cations of the evocentre technique. The width of the contribution
around the isochron for the P arrival for each station is modulated
by the inverse slowness from the ak135 model for the appropriate
epicentral distance and depth. As can be seen from Fig. 3(a), we
achieve a tight spatial sampling with the main peak about 10 km
across, tighter than the central symbol marking the target point.
The spurs extending for the central peak reflect the configuration
of the network, with greater elongation perpendicular to take-off
directions in 3-D associated with multiple stations (cf. Fig. 3b).
This geometric contribution changes only slowly with position and
so can be used as representative for the region around the original
target.

Figure 3. Representation of spatial resolution for evocentre estimation for the deep Sea of Okhotsk event (610 km deep): (a) energy operator for peak frequency
2 Hz; (b) windowing operator for a 4 s window with tapering, centred on the target time. (c) The full spatial resolution operator can be constructed as a spatial
convolution of (a) and (b). It can be well represented by a modified energy operator for 4 s intervals (i.e. 0.25 Hz). The central symbol marking the target point
has a diameter of 12.5 km and provides a reference for the different cases. The spatial operators are contoured with 16 equal grey increments.
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2.3.2 Windowing operator

A further factor enters into the attainable resolution in a practical
situation, arising from the way in which successive estimates for the
evocentre are constructed. Each energy estimate Ek on the spatial
search grid collects energy not just from a specific 4-D point in
space and time, but also for those points in 4-D for which energy
arrives within the time window. In the examples below we use a
window length of 4 s, with tapered ends, advanced progressively
by 2 s intervals. We also normalize each seismogram by the peak
amplitude in the window.

We can represent the action of the windowing process in defining
a domain around the target point by again constructing a spatial
operator but now modulating by the window function w(t) used
in the Ek estimates. The window operator for the Sea of Okhotsk
event is plotted in Fig. 3(b) in the same configuration as for the
energy result. The window operator is still tightly focussed, but
more broadly spread with a central zone about 35 m across and
rapid drop off away from the target point.

2.3.3 Spatial resolution operator

The full spatial resolution operator for the energy-projection pro-
cedure needs to incorporate the windowing process and the energy
operator associated with the dominant frequency. At each gridpoint
the resultant operator will be the spatial convolution of the win-
dow operator for the target and the energy operator for that point.
Since the operators are slowly varying a very good approximation
is to use a single energy operator translated to the appropriate point
on the 3-D grid. The net result is a spatial pattern that is well
focussed at the target, but brings in minor contributions from a
broad zone.

We find that we get a very effective representation of the full
spatial operator by using a modified energy representation with
a 4 s sampling interval (corresponding to the length of the win-
dows), that is, a nominal frequency of 0.25 Hz. We apply a
Gaussian function depending on time offset and inverse slowness
for each station. To avoid exaggerating local resolution we trun-
cate the peak at 0.9 rather than 1.0. The result for the Sea of
Okhotsk event is illustrated in Fig. 3(c). The spatial resolution is
largely determined by the processing procedure, and it should be
possible to discriminate between centres about 20–30 km apart.
The spatial resolution operators presented in the later sections
are calculated using this approximate scheme, which can be con-
structed very rapidly, and so used to optimize the configuration
of the network employed before undertaking the full evocentre
analysis.

The spatial resolution calculated directly from the properties of
the isochrons for P waves gives a direct summary of the constraints
provided by the available configuration of stations, and require no
specific knowledge of the source-time function. The actual resolu-
tion achievable with energy projection back to the target depends
on the nature of the seismograms for the event.

The combination of the information from the geometry of the
station network and the influence of the processing procedures,
provide a complete theoretical basis for the patterns of spatial sen-
sitivity constructed by Kiser & Ishii (2012) for the combination of
data from two large arrays. Their work employed synthetic seismo-
grams calculated for a source at a geographic target point, which
were then processed through their standard backprojection proce-
dure to produce spatial images of the attainable resolution about
that target.

2.4 Aspects of evocentre processing

The paths to teleseismic stations from a source have a relatively steep
take-off angle varying from around 15◦ inclination to the vertical
for an event in the crust, 21◦ at the top of the mantle to 30◦ for the
deepest earthquake sources. The rate of change of traveltime with
depth ∂T/∂h is normally larger that the horizontal derivative ∂T/∂D
where all distances are expressed in kilometres. This configuration
leads to a characteristic pattern in the spatial resolution with lobes
extending to the side above and below the target point, rather than
vertically (as in Figs 3, 7, 9 and 10). Thus vertical migration of the
evocentre estimates is not to be expected from the influence of the
station geometry or windowing. Any such migration will be function
of the character of the seismograms generated by the source. For
example, for the 2007 Mw 8.1 Solomons event (Section 3) evocentres
remain relatively shallow with slight increase in depth at later times,
just before phase interference closes the available time span.

The 4 s window employed in the evocentre estimation allows
for a time interval of ±2 s around the expected P wave times
for the current target. Energy emission from a specific location
will only impinge on an estimate for Ek for any point when that
portion of a seismogram enters the current time window. A number
of seismograms will need to contribute energy within the relevant
window along their traces before the energy estimate Ek will become
significant. Even a large noise spike on a single seismogram has little
effect because of the trace normalization.

Estimates of Ek for points away from a centre of true energy emis-
sion are minor, but may still register as a maximum and be placed as
an evocentre with small energy emission. Such effects are most no-
table at the beginning and end of the time sequence. In the examples
we scale the size of the largest symbols to be approximately 30 km
to represent the size of the dominant contribution to the attainable
spatial resolution, and thus the likely precision of the estimates. The
location of the largest symbols will be better determined than for
the smallest.

Although, in principle, we could enhance resolution by using a
shorter time window, the results then become more vulnerable to the
effects of 3-D structure. Our windows are based on the 1-D ak135
model, with seismogram shifts allowed to align the onset of energy
with hypocentre estimates, to correct for 3-D effects. The shorter
the time interval the more accurate such corrections need to be, but
appropriate corrections may well vary across the search domain.

All evocentre estimates are tied to the assigned hypocentre, so
that relative locations should be reliable. We estimate the current
location of the evocentre with a maximum of the energy stack and so
problems can arise if there are two concurrent ruptures with similar
energy release. Because we concentrate on the current maximum
of energy emission we may not always capture the full process
of rupture and hence, in our current approach, do not attempt to
estimate rupture velocities.

3 M w 8 . 1 S O L O M O N I S L A N D S
E A RT H Q UA K E 2 0 0 7

The Mw 8.1 Solomon Islands earthquake on 2007 April 1 at 20:40
UT, ruptured the subduction zone across the triple junction where the
Australian and Woodlark Plates descend beneath the Pacific Plate
with different convergence directions. The event caused a significant
local tsunami, with a death toll around 50 and more than 9000 people
displaced. The earthquake also led to tsunami warnings across the
region. This large event is rather unusual not only for crossing the
triple junction but because the material in both subducting plates
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Figure 4. The spatial resolution achievable for the Solomons Islands Earthquake with a very limited group of stations, as indicated in the map centred on the
event. (a) Station distribution in a linear polar projection about the hypocentre. (b) P-wave radiation pattern for the global centroid moment tensor solution,
the size and character of the symbols indicates the amplitude of the radiation. (c) The effective spatial resolution for evocentre estimation at the target point
indicated by the red symbol. The energy resolution function is contoured with 16 equal grey increments.

is quite young, less than 3.5 Myr old, so that a large event was
not expected (Furlong et al. 2009). The centroid moment tensor
pattern is quite complex, though dominantly representing thrusting
(Fig. 4).

Even when we employ a limited number of stations we are able
to use the inherent depth sensitivity in our approach to search for
the locations of energy release on an inclined plane representing
the shallow part of the subducting plate interface. We use a plane
inclined at 30◦ to the strike of the trench (cf. Furlong et al. 2009)
to represent the subduction zone contact and employ a search zone
20 km thick centred on this plane. Although it is possible to leave the
configuration of the subduction zone undefined and rely on a 3-D
search, such a search requires fine resolution to give a good render-
ing of an inclined plane. For such a megathrust event in a subduction
environment it is therefore more efficient to use prior knowledge
of the potential configuration, but to allow some flexibility in the
location of the evocentres.

We work directly with high-pass filtered records and construct
our energy estimators from these traces. We employ the isochrons
calculated using the ak135 model for the points on the search grid
for prescribed time origins to extract the appropriate time windows
for stacking at each available station.

We first illustrate the application of our approach in a restricted
mode appropriate to rapid response in the time period just after an
event by using just three medium aperture seismic arrays: WRA
and ASAR in Australia, and KSRS in South Korea all with broad-
band sensors, supplemented by the single broad-band station CHTO
in Thailand. At each of the three arrays we employ array beams
constructed from the full suite of stations with slowness and azimuth
directed at the event hypocentre. In this way we enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio on the resultant records.

Figure 5. Plan view of the progressive locations of the point of energy
emission estimated from the restricted group of stations, together with the
time profile of the relative energy emission for the event. Aftershocks are
indicated by open circles. The evocentre locations are indicated at 2 s inter-
vals, with symbol size scaled by the relative size of the energy stack. The
initial energy emission migrates towards the southeast, but is rather small
and is masked by the later stronger rupture moving towards the northwest.
A grid expansion rate of 3.5 km s−1 from the hypocentre was employed.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, this set of stations provides reasonable
azimuthal control on the source and provides quite good spatial
resolution at the hypocentre. The distinctive sidelobes to the spatial
response reflect the azimuthal distribution of the stations. Even in
depth there is some potential discrimination.

The control provided by such a restricted set of four stations is
undoubtedly limited, but as we can see from Fig. 5 we get a clear
indication of the progression of energy emission. Initially the energy
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Figure 6. The seismograms employed for the four station energy projection
for the 2007 Solomon Islands event aligned on the onset of P. Traces indi-
cated by ∗ are array beams created using the parameters for the hypocentre.
The time after the onset of P is colour coded in the same way as in the
energy projection, Fig. 5 to indicate the portions of the seismograms that are
contributing to the estimate of energy emission.

emission is rather low as the rupture extends to the southeast, but
by 30 s after initiation the locations of maximum energy emission
are heading back towards the northwest. This delineation of the
change in source rupture characteristics has a very large impact on
the distant tsunami potential, and demonstrates the value of a rapid
estimate with a few stations in the context of disaster response.

In Fig. 6, we display the seismic traces employed in the evocentre
estimation for this restricted set of stations. The seismograms are
ordered in distance, and aligned on the onset of P. We show the
colour bar used for the evocentre plot along with the traces to
provide a guide to the parts of the seismograms that contribute
to the progressive energy emission estimates. The initial P wave
radiation is small to all stations, but grows steadily as indicated by
the relative energy plot in Fig. 6 with a sharp increase after 40 s
from event initiation. The mapping of the energy emission exploits
the relative time of arrival at the different stations. The stations
CHTO and KSRS in Asia are at azimuths close to the orientation
of the subduction zone. As a result there is more change in the
epicentral distance for displacements along the plate boundary to
these stations than for WRA and ASAR in Australia. Displacement
of the source point towards the south east increases the epicentral
distances, whereas movement to the northwest has the opposite
effect. The consequent changes in the relative arrival of energy at
the stations are exploited in the energy stacking, and the mapping
of the maximum energy stack as the effective source.

Rather more control on the source behaviour can be achieved
when we employ the much larger group of broad-band stations in
the Global Seismic Network. The corresponding spatial resolution
pattern is displayed in Fig. 7. The increased number of stations
and the very effective azimuthal control means that the drop away
from the spatial peak is very fast, particularly when we consider the

response in terms of energy. There is now a modest degree of depth
control.

The seismograms are used with minimal pre-processing, other
than band-pass filtering. Visual inspection was used to eliminate
stations with bad records or excessive noise before the onset of P. We
use station normalization by the maximum amplitude over the full
time span considered after the P phase. We allow for the possibility
of station weighting, and have experimented with downweighting of
oceanic stations that commonly have poor signal-to-noise ratio. We
find that the energy-projection results are very robust, and station
weighting has a minor influence.

With the larger group of stations we see a noticeable change in
the details of the pattern of energy release along the subduction zone
(Fig. 8), yet the major sweep of rupture propagation matches that in
the restricted scenario. Depth resolution is enhanced compared with
the smaller station set and we can see a shift towards greater energy
emission in the north. This shift is consistent with the finite fault
solution presented by Furlong et al. (2009), and also the relative
positions of the ISC hypocentre (8.447◦S, 157.027◦E, 9.5 km) and
the centroid of the long-period radiation determined from moment
tensor analysis (7.790◦S 156.340◦E 14.1 km).

The robust results for the evolution of the rupture in the Solomon
Islands event are that the rupture is dominately unilateral, but does
have a small bilateral component. Initially the rupture propagates to
the southeast in the subducting Australian Plate with rather small
high-frequency energy emission. The rupture then switches direc-
tion and heads towards the northwest crossing the triple junction
with the release of significantly greater energy in the Woodlark
plate segment of the thrust plane. Up to 60 s after event initiation
significant high-frequency radiation is confined to the top 20 km
of the thrust sheet. Only in the later stages of the high-frequency
energy emission is there a consistent shift to greater depth. The
pattern of energy release is consistent with the finite fault model
presented by Furlong et al. (2009) in which most of the energy re-
lease occurs in the top 25 km. We have employed a volume around
the thrust sheet and there is a hint in our estimates of evocentres
that energy release moves upwards slightly as the rupture crosses
the triple junction at the Simbo ridge. This displacement in depth is
small and barely resolvable.

When we include all available stations out to 90◦ in the evocentre
estimation we find a slight increase in the level of radiated energy to
the south of the ISC hypocentre and a tendency to late energy release
slightly deeper on the megathrust. We find that the inclusion of data
from close stations does not produce any problems in the evocentre
estimation, and indeed provides direct constraints on the initially
acceptable area of energy release. The nature of the high-frequency
radiation is not sensitive to the choice of the rate of expansion used
for the 3-D grid. As discussed in the Appendix, close stations put
tight constraints on the allowable domains for early energy emission,
but after 10 s or so from event initiation such considerations are of
limited importance.

4 M w 8 . 3 S E A O F O K H O T S K
E A RT H Q UA K E 2 0 1 3

This Mw 8.3 earthquake on 2013 May 13 (54.874◦N, 152.281◦E,
609 km depth) beneath the Sea of Okhotsk is the largest deep event
known, exceeding even the 1994 Bolivian event (Zhan et al. 2014).
The event occurred towards the northern edge of the Pacific Plate as
mapped by seismic tomography, near where there is a change in the
geometrical configuration of the plate at depth. The slab material is
older and is therefore expected to be cold.
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Figure 7. The spatial resolution achievable for the Solomons Islands Earthquake when using stations in the Global Seismic Network in the range from 30◦ to
90◦ epicentral distance: (a) Station distribution in a linear polar projection about the hypocentre. (b) P-wave radiation pattern for the global centroid moment
tensor solution, the size and character of the symbols indicates the amplitude of the radiation. (c) The effective spatial resolution for evocentre estimation at
the target point indicated by the red symbol. The energy resolution function is contoured with 16 equal grey increments.

Figure 8. The progressive locations of the point of energy emission estimated for the full suite of stations using a grid expansion rate of 3.5 km s−1 from the
hypocentre, together with the time profile of the relative energy emission for the event. Aftershocks are indicated by open circles. The evocentre locations are
indicated at 2 s intervals, with symbol size scaled by the relative size of the energy stack. (a) plan view, (b) slice at constant latitude through the hypocentre,
(c) slice at constant longitude through the hypocentre. Once again the initial energy emission migrates towards the southeast, but is rather small, and tends to
be masked by the later stronger rupture moving towards the northwest.

The global centroid moment tensor (Fig. 9) shows normal fault-
ing and only minor deviations from a pure shear double-couple
solution. The duration estimate is quite short for such a large event,
about 70 s. The event was well recorded across the globe, but it
has proved difficult to resolve the ambiguity in the fault plane.
After considerable effort in fitting teleseismic waveforms, Ye et al.
(2013) favour a shallow dip, but leave open the possibility of the
alternative steeper dip. Wei et al. (2013) and Zhan et al. (2014)

using a subevent analysis opt for the shallow dipping plane and
horizontal rupture.

Ye et al. (2013) have conducted backprojection analysis using the
U.S. array and stations in Europe. Their results indicate asymmetric
bilateral rupture extending 50–60 km north of the hypocentre, and
100–120 km to the south.

There is excellent azimuthal coverage for this Sea of Okhotsk
event available from the global network of broad-band stations.
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Figure 9. The spatial resolution achievable for the deep Sea of Okhotsk event using global broad-band stations out to 90◦ epicentral distance, as indicated
in the map centred on the event. The use of a broad azimuth range gives good resolution in the horizontal plane, and close stations enhance the resolution in
depth. (a) Station distribution in a linear polar projection about the hypocentre. (b) P-wave radiation pattern for the global centroid moment tensor solution,
the size and character of the symbols indicates the amplitude of the radiation. (c) The effective spatial resolution for evocentre estimation at the target point
indicated by the red symbol. The energy resolution function is contoured with 16 equal grey increments.

Because the event is so deep we avoid almost all the complications
from the mantle transition zone, and so are able to employ stations
over the full span of distances out to 90◦. The inclusion of closer
stations means that the depth resolution in the neighbourhood of the
hypocentre is very good. Fig. 9 indicates the estimate of the spatial
resolution achievable with the stations employed in the analysis.
The peak sensitivity is in a zone about 35 km across horizontally,
and about 25 km vertically. Thus, in principle, we have a capacity
to discriminate source behaviour in depth.

It is difficult to provide a full representation of the 3-D spatial
resolution in a simple manner. In Fig. 9, we show cross-sections
directly through the target point that capture the main peak. An
alternative view is given in Fig. 10, where we show the spatial
resolution patter in latitude and longitude at three depths, using
the same grey scale. The effect of the network configuration is to
produce weak side-lobes extending away from the location of the
target point. There is no tendency for vertical smearing, and so any
vertical shift in the location of evocentres will arise from the prop-
erties of the seismic records reflecting the behaviour of the source.

The finite resolution achievable with the global network means
that the evocentres display a slight trade-off between depth and
time. Tests with synthetic seismograms for a finite duration source
at a fixed location show that there is a slight tendency for initial
evocentres to be shallower than the true target by no more than
20 km, and later estimates deeper by the same amount. The position
in latitude and longitude is tightly controlled, until the tail of the
signal when the number of contributing stations is diminished. The
vertical tolerance is of the same size as the horizontal, as would be
expected from the spatial resolution calculations in Figs 9 and 10.
Significant migration of the evocentre in time can only be induced
by the existence of multiple subsources.

Figure 10. Horizontal cross-sections through the spatial resolution pattern
for the Sea of Okhotsk event, in latitude and longitude, on depth slices taken
through the target level, 50 km above and 60 km below. A common grey
scale is applied to all slices.

As noted above, because we employ close stations we cannot
start with a broad search zone about the hypocentre, since we would
be likely to attempt to stack before the arrival of P on some sta-
tions. Indeed we can use the traveltime constraints from the first ar-
rivals to map out initially feasible domains for energy emission (see
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Figure 11. The progressive locations of the point of energy emission esti-
mated from the full set of stations using a grid expansion rate of 6.0 km s−1

from the hypocentre, together with the time profile of the relative energy
emission for the event. The evocentre locations are indicated at 2 s inter-
vals, with symbol size scaled by the relative size of the energy stack. After
the main rupture we pick up linear trends in evocentre location that are
likely to be associated with diffraction from the 660 km discontinuity. We
also show the teleseismically registered aftershocks as grey filled circles,
and seismicity since the event recorded at stations in Kamchatka as small
circles.

Appendix A). We expand the search region away from the hypocen-
tre at a velocity of 6 km s−1, and thereby progressively enlarge the
scope of the search. This procedure has the incidental effect of re-
ducing the computational effort for 3-D searching, but is not very
sensitive to the specific value of the expansion rate. For this deep
event we investigated including windows associated with the depth
phases pP and sP, but there is only a limited window in epicen-
tral distance for which interference with PP is avoided. We have
therefore restricted our analysis to the P waves.

We again employ a bandpass filter with a corners at 0.8 and
4 Hz, and use 4 s time windows progressively advanced by 2 s. The
patterns of energy emission we determine for the Sea of Okhotsk
are displayed in Fig. 11. The main energy emission from the event
is over in a rather short interval of about 40 s. In plan view there
is a close correspondence with the backprojection results of Ye
et al. (2013) using both the U.S. array and European stations. This
agreement is notable because very few of the stations employed in
the backprojection studies are in common with our work.

Using the full suite of global stations we are also able to delineate
the high-frequency energy emission in depth. Fig. 12 shows cross-
sections through the hypocentre at fixed latitude and longitude with
the energy emission projection onto the planes of section. The event
appears to propagate to greater depth on a near plane with dip 78◦

offset somewhat from the hypocentre. This dip is close to one of
the possibilities allowed by the moment tensor inversion shown in
Fig. 9, and thus for the high-frequency energy appears to resolve
the ambiguity as to the fault and auxiliary planes. However, the
studies using long-period teleseismic waveforms favour the shallow
dipping fault plane (Wei et al. 2013; Ye et al. 2013; Zhan et al. 2014).
Further the centroid moment location is a very similar depth to the
hypocentre suggesting a strong concentration of the low frequency
radiation at this depth.

Figure 12. Vertical cross-sections through the hypocentre showing the pro-
gressive locations of the point of energy emission estimated from the full set
of stations using a grid expansion rate of 6.0 km s−1 from the hypocentre.
The evocentre locations are indicated at 2 s intervals, with symbol size scaled
by the relative size of the energy stack. (a) slice at constant latitude through
the hypocentre, (b) slice at constant longitude through the hypocentre. After
the main rupture we pick up linear trends in evocentre location that are likely
to be associated with diffraction from the 660 km discontinuity.

Figure 13. The evolution of high-frequency energy emission for a con-
strained inversion with a 100 km span around the shallow dipping option
for the fault plane, estimated from the full set of stations using a grid ex-
pansion rate of 6.0 km s−1 from the hypocentre. The evocentre locations
are indicated at 2 s intervals, with symbol size scaled by the relative size
of the energy stack. (a) Plan view, (b) slice at constant latitude through the
hypocentre and (c) slice at constant longitude through the hypocentre.

We have therefore undertaken more restricted searches around the
two possibilities for the fault plane. In each case we have allowed a
3-D volume around the chosen plane with a thickness of 100 km. In
Fig. 13, we show the results for the trajectory of energy release in a
volume around the shallow dip plane, once again we see a distinct
migration of the high frequency energy to depth. The locations of
the evocentre in time are very similar to those in the unconstrained
search shown in Figs 11 and 12.
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Figure 14. The evolution of high-frequency energy emission for a con-
strained inversion with a 100 km span around the steeply dipping option
for the fault plane, estimated from the full set of stations using a grid ex-
pansion rate of 6.0 km s−1 from the hypocentre. The evocentre locations
are indicated at 2 s intervals, with symbol size scaled by the relative size
of the energy stack. (a) Plan view, (b) slice at constant latitude through the
hypocentre and (c) slice at constant longitude through the hypocentre.

In contrast in Fig. 14 we show the corresponding results for a
search in a volume around the steeply dipping plane. There is a
little more difference in the patterns of energy emission for this
case, though the plan view is not much affected. The concentration
is somewhat tighter in vertical section, even though the results from
the other trials would fit into the assigned search volume.

We are left then with the conclusion that we are unable to sup-
press a downward migration of high-frequency energy. In all these
estimates of the high-frequency energy evolution the trajectory of
energy emission spans more than 80 km in depth and thus appears
to break through most, if not all, of the subducting plate as imaged
by tomography (Gorbatov & Kennett 2003).

This result of a component of vertically oriented high-frequency
faulting can be reconciled with the shallow dip from the long-period
results by the possibility of simultaneous conjugate faulting, as has
been suggested by Tinker et al. (1998) and Das et al. (2000) for
large deep earthquakes in Indonesia. The crumpling of the deep
slab as it impinges on the ‘660 km’ discontinuity activates both
near horizontal and near vertical faulting. Typically the shallow fault
releases the bulk of the seismic energy, but as in recent megathrust
events the location of high-frequency and low-frequency radiation
can be separated (see e.g. Lay et al. 2012; Tajima et al. 2013) and
indeed do not have to occur on the same fault system.

5 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C LU S I O N S

We have demonstrated a new style of mapping of energy emission
to track the evolution of aspects of the seismic source. We employ

a broad azimuthal distribution of stations to provide the strongest
possible control on the 3-D character of the source. We have shown
how to construct a simple measure of the spatial resolution available
at a target point, and this tool is of considerable value in optimizing
the performance of the evocentre estimation from a set of available
stations.

We have concentrated on the high-frequency energy emission
and have shown how this can be tracked in 3-D for a megathrust
event, the 2007 Mw 8.1 Solomon Islands event, and for the largest
known deep event, the 2013 Mw 8.3 Sea of Okhotsk event. For the
Solomon Islands event the pattern of high-frequency energy emis-
sion is consistent with finite fault modelling employing long-period
teleseismic records. However, for the deep Sea of Okhotsk event
our results favour a migration of high-frequency energy to greater
depth, even though the plan form is consistent with independent
backprojection results that do not take depth into account. This
suggests that the separation of high-frequency and low-frequency
radiation characteristics noted for a number of recent shallow great
earthquakes is not confined to the near surface. For the deep Sea
of Okhotsk event the combination of the high- and low-frequency
results suggest conjugate faulting associated with slab deformation
near the ‘660 km’ discontinuity and the nearby free edge of the
subducting slab.

The approach to tracking the points of maximum energy emission
is flexible and can achieve good results without need for specific
tuning. Thus we have not employed differential weighting between
stations in the results presented in this paper, though this can be
incorporated in the stack estimator (5). Time corrections to force
alignment of the onset of the records to the hypocentre can be
beneficial, but become critical once any residuals exceed the time
increment, in our case 2 s. For the Solomons and Okhotsk events
such time corrections have no visible impact, but they proved to be
important for the 2004 Mw 8.1 Macquarie event for which there was
a strong azimuthal variation in hypocentral residuals (Kennett et al.
2014).

Employing dense arrays of seismic stations can be used to in-
crease the signal-to-noise ratio, but distant stations with a narrow
azimuthal range provide limited control on local spatial resolution,
in particular most depth information is lost. By applying the same
principles as in earthquake hypocentre location we are able to bring
in 3-D spatial resolution. We can indeed incorporate multiple net-
works of stations in our approach, but then we would advocate
grouping stations to get adequate azimuthal separation, and using
local array methods to enhance signal-to-noise ratio for the com-
posite results.

We have shown that the major rupture behaviour of the tsunami-
genic 2007 Mw 8.1 event in the Solomon Islands can be extracted
with only a handful of high quality stations. This suggests the pos-
sibility of rapid response with the use of a few high quality stations
immediately following hypocentre determination for a large event.
In our implementation we work directly from the hypocentre with
an expanding search region, which aids rapid computation using a
search volume aligned with the structure of a subduction zone inter-
face. Although a limited energy projection will not resolve the full
details of an event, it is sufficient to describe the general character
and therefore to provide guidance on, for example which tsunami
model should be employed for immediate hazard assessment.

In this work our energy-projection results, in common with
backprojection from large arrays, map out the emission of high-
frequency energy relative to an designated hypocentre. The location
of high-frequency and low-frequency energy has been found to be
somewhat different in a number of events, notably the 2011 M9.0
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Tohuku-Oki event off northern Japan (e.g. Tajima et al. 2013). The
largest component of the energy release comes in the lower fre-
quencies, and the higher-frequency energy has been ascribed to
such features as breaking of minor asperities, or radiation from
the tip of rupture propagation (Simons et al. 2011; Wang & Mori
2011a). There is as yet no consensus on the physical nature of the
high-frequency radiation, and indeed the character is likely to vary
between events.
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A P P E N D I X A : C O N S T R A I N T S F RO M
C L O S E S TAT I O N S

When backprojection is performed from a distant array, it is legiti-
mate to employ a large search area around the hypocentre from the
beginning of the process because there are only modest variations
in arrival time for the same phase for any point on the grid. When
closer stations are available the seismograms provide direct con-
straints on the allowable area of rupture, since it is not allowed for
the energy emitted from a point to arrive earlier than the observed
P arrival. We apply time corrections to tie the observations to the
estimated hypocentre, so the area of constraint is relative to this
position.

In Fig. A1 we show the way in which the close stations constrain
the possible behaviour of the deep Okhotsk event. We specify a time
band, in this case ±5 s around the isochron, and look for the zones
where the projected arrival falls outside this band for the time from
the hypocentre taken as the target point. The areas excluded for each
station are indicated by grey tone. Where multiple exclusion areas
overlap the tone is made darker. The white region is compatible
with all the close stations. As can be seen from Fig. A1, the station
configuration places quite tight constraints on the potential positions
of energy emission in 3-D, even for a 10 s time band. The region
shrinks substantially for the 4 s time window we have employed in
our evocentre analysis. In consequence we need to start our search
close to the hypocentre and at later times can allow the domain to
increase. We have achieved this by taking a steady grid expansion
rate that cannot be too fast or we will violate the time restrictions
imposed by the initial onsets.
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Figure A1. Close stations provide a direct constraint on the allowable zone of rupture based on the requirement that no energy arrive at a station earlier than
the onset of the P wave. We use a 5 s tolerance from the propagation time from the hypocentre for the Sea of Okhotsk earthquake. Each station contributes an
excluded area indicated by grey tone, and the white zone represents the area compatible with all the seismogram constraints.
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